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Customer interaction by integrating Google Voice services with SAP chatbot in
Python

Chatbot training
Chatbot training involves training the bot to understand the human intents and to trigger a result
for that intent. Here, we have created a chatbot that replies to customer queries. For this, Webhooks
have been used to connect with the data. To accomplish this process, the following steps need to
be followed:

Introduction
Artificial Intelligence, which was at a nascent stage, a few years back has matured over a
period and has become indispensable in several areas of business applications. Considering
its huge benefits and the value it generates for any business, organizations are diverting their
resources in developing AI-driven applications that primarily help in predicting, forecasting
and complex decision making. One of the key areas of AI, which is gaining rapid popularity
is the Chatbot software, aimed to take customer interaction to the next level of maturity.

a. Create customer -bot with intents
Note: An intent is a group of
sentences that convey similar
meanings but are quite different
from one another

b. Add expressions to the intent customer
and train it
An expression is the name of a sentence
that is added to an intent. Ideally, create a
minimum of 30 expressions or a
maximum of 50 expressions to an intent.

With ERP applications occupying a major pie in the business domain, it is not an
exaggeration to state that most of the innovation is happening in this space including the
integration of chatbot software into commercial ERP solutions, notably SAP. In this context,
Mobolutions, a reputed SAP partner is taking the lead in integrating conversational AI
(Chatbot) with SAP Plant Maintenance module (On-premise). This integration is certainly a
boon for enterprises that still maintain their SAP data in-house for ensuring high-level
confidentiality and security

An overview of SAP Conversational AI (Chatbot)
SAP Conversational AI(Chatbot) is an enterprise standard chatbot for interacting with end-users in
their natural language. Most of the chatbots are text-based in which the end-users need to interact
via messenger using text, website chats or by leveraging other textual platforms. However,
integrating human voice in enterprise Chatbot is the next big step in customer communication,
notably for SAP powered ERP solutions. In this context, this blog throws light on human-voice
interaction and showcases the expertise of Mobolutions in creating an SAP chatbot that enables
customers to interact in voice and get the results instantly.
The modules in Chatbot-Google voice service integration are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chatbot training
Python voice service integration
SAP runtime API in Python
Tkinter user interface creation
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c. Create the NLP intent in number type and set memory variable as identification.

Memory variables are used in
chatbot to store the chatbot session
data locally. We can pass the data
into webhook when required.
Once the requirements are fulfilled,
the webhook call is triggered to get
the data from the backend system.
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Python Voice service integration

import sapcai
build = sapcai.Build(REQUEST_TOKEN, 'en')

For accomplishing Python Voice Service Integration, we have installed Python on our Windows
system, which includes installation of the following libraries as follows:

response = build.dialog({'type': 'text', 'content': 'Give me the details of
the customer 5035'}, 'CONVERSATION_ID')

a. Speech Recognition

b. Pyttsx3

c. Pyaudio

e. Sapcai

d. Numpy

print(response)

a. Speech Recognition
Speech recognition is the process of identifying the text information from the human voice. It uses
Google Voice services to convert the voice data of the user into text data. Once we have the text
data, we need to send it to Sapcai to identify the NLP information and revert with a response. This
response will be in the form of a text.
b. Create a Recognizer instance

Tkinter user interface creation
To display the app in GUI and to start the voice recognition service, we have created a
button-based GUI in Tkinter. As shown in the screenshot, when a user clicks Start, the app runs the
Google voice service and converts the user voice input into text.

c. Text-to-Speech (Pyttsx3)
Windows has default text-to-speech voices. We can access the
speech engine using pyttsx3 library in Python. We can also convert

In your current interpreter session, just type:

the answer in the text form to voice using the library.

>>> r = sr.Recognizer()

voicee=r.recognize_google(audio);

Use Microphone as source to trigger the Google

print("Google Speech Recognition thinks you said " + voicee)

speech recognition
>>> with sr.Microphone() as source:
...

audio = r.record(source, offset=4, duration=3)

response = build.dialog({'type': 'text', 'content': voicee},
'CONVERSATION_ID')

Let’s assume the user asks the following question:
Display the details of the customer – 5035?
And the reply through speech could be as follows:

try:

Customer Name: John Martin.

...

sdu=response.messages[0].content

Customer Number: 5035.

>>> recognizer.recognize_google(audio)

engine.say(sdu)

Location: Newyork.

'Give me the notifications created on last tuesday'

engine.runAndWait()

Zipcode: 10009

The command: “engine.say ()” uses OS voices to
convert the text into speech.

Key benefits

SAP runtime API in Python
To connect Python to identify the skill and intents from the text results of Google, we have used
SAP runtime API, available for python. After getting the results from Python’s Sapcai, we have
converted the text result into voice using text to speech software.

Takes your customer experience to the next level of human voice interaction
Query information using simple commands in plain English
Get quick and accurate responses within seconds
Simple setup with easy to use interface
Eliminates the necessity of typing queries to generate responses

The above discussion focused on the SAP Conversational AI – Chatbot, covering various modules
that are required to accomplish this integration to offer a seamless voice interactive system. This
way, you can offer a superior customer communication experience, enabling accurate and timely
responses without the need for any manual intervention.

import sapcai
request = sapcai.Request(REQUEST_TOKEN, 'en')
response = request.analyse_text('Give me the details of the customer 5035')
print(response.raw)

•
•
•
•
•
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